
Fifth Grade Curriculum Map
Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4

Bible
Veritas Press Bible Cards, The Gospels, cards 1-7: Zacharias learns of John's birth; 
Gabriel tells Mary of the Incarnation; Birth of John the Baptist; Birth of Christ; Simeon 

meets the Christ; The visit of the Magi; The flight to Egypt; Memorize Bible song for cards 
1-16. 

Veritas Press Bible Cards, The Gospels, cards 8-16: Jesus as a boy; ministry of John the 
Baptist; The baptism of Jesus; Ministry of Christ; Temptation of Christ; Jesus calls Andrew 

and Simon Peter; Jesus turns water into wine; Merchants driven from the Temple; The 
woman at the well; Memorize Bible song for cards 1-25. 

Veritas Press Bible Cards, The Gospels, cards 17-25: Miracles, healings, and parables; 
The twelve apostles appointed; The Sermon on the Mount; Apostles sent out; The death of 

John the Baptist; Lazarus raised from the dead; Jesus and the rich young ruler; The 
transfiguration; The triumphal entry; Memorize Bible song for cards 1-32. 

Veritas Press Bible Cards, The Gospels, cards 26-32: The Last Supper; Judas 
betrays Jesus; The trial of Christ; The Crucifixion, Resurrection, and Ascension of Christ; 

The Resurrection; The Great Commission; The Ascension; Memorize Bible song for 
cards 1-32. 

Math

Saxon 65, Lessons 1-35: Counting sequences - identifying digits; Even and odd numbers; 
Using money to illustrate place value; Comparing whole numbers; Naming whole numbers 

- dollars and cents; Adding one digit numbers - addition algorithm; Place value - writing 
numbers through 100,000; Subtraction facts - fact families; Subtraction algorithm; Missing 

numbers in addition; “Some and some more” stories; Number lines; Tally marks; 
Multiplying to perform repeated addition; Adding & subtracting dollars and cents; Missing 

numbers in subtraction; Making a multiplication table; Horizontal, vertical, and oblique 
lines; “Some went away” stories; Multiplying by one-digit numbers; Multiplying three 

factors; Missing numbers in multiplication; Learning division facts; Three ways to show 
division; “Equal groups” stories; Dividing and writing remainders; Halves, fourths, and 

tenths; Dollars; Parentheses; Listing factors of whole numbers; Division algorithm; Solving 
problems with division of time; Reading and writing time from a clock; Multiplying with 10 
and 100; Picturing fractions; Cents and percents; Pairs of lines: intersecting, parallel, and 
perpendicular; Angles; Rounding using a number line; Dividing with zeros in the quotient.

Saxon 65, Lessons 36-70: “Larger-smaller-difference” stories; Using fraction manipulatives; 
Drawing segments to close in an area; Polygons; Picturing fractions; Half of an odd number; 

Fractions on a number line; Comparing fractions by drawing pictures; Pictures of mixed 
numbers; Dividing remainders; Adding and subtracting fractions with common denominators; 

Short division; Adding and subtracting whole numbers, fractions, and mixed numbers; 
Reading lengths on a metric scale; Reading an inch ruler to the nearest fourth of an inch; 

Illustrating fraction stories; Practicing directions of a compass; Simplifying mixed measures; 
Reading and writing whole numbers in expanded notation; Finding information to solve 
problems; Solving two-step word problems; Making equal groups to find an average; 

Multiplying two-digit numbers; Identifying place value through hundred-millions’; Naming 
numbers through hundred millions; Calculating perimeter of polygons; Identifying the 

measures of circles; Dividing by multiples of 10; Multiplying by three-digit numbers; Learning 
the terms divisor, dividend, and quotient; Dividing and writing quotients with fractions; 

Fractions equal to 1; Subtracting a fraction from 1; Finding a fraction to complete a whole; 
Recognizing halves; Estimating arithmetic answers; Subtracting a fraction from a whole 

number greater than 1.

Saxon 65, Lessons 71-106: Decimal place value through hundredths’; Writing tenths in 
decimal form; Naming points on a number line with decimal numbers; Naming line 

segments; Reading a centimeter scale to the nearest tenth; Writing hundredths in decimal 
form; Naming and identifying fractional parts with decimal fractions - hundredths; Fractions 

of a second; Comparing decimal numbers; Counting decimal places; Writing equivalent 
decimal numbers; Writing money in two forms: as cents and as dollars; Using fraction 

manipulatives; Segments; Adding and subtracting decimal numbers; Converting units of 
length; Changing improper fractions to whole or mixed numbers; Changing improper 
mixed numbers to whole or mixed numbers; Multiplying fractions; Converting units of 

weight and mass; Identifying equivalent fractions; Finding equivalent fractions by 
multiplying by 1; Identifying prime numbers; Finding equivalent fractions by dividing by 1; 
Finding the greatest common factor of two numbers; Recognizing and naming geometric 

solids; Using letters to name angles; Converting units of liquid measure; Multiplying 
fractions and whole numbers; Dividing fractions; Reducing fraction answers; Reducing 
mixed numbers; Reducing fractions to lowest terms; Converting and reducing improper 

fractions; Dividing by two-digit numbers; Writing the reciprocal of a fraction.

Saxon 65, Lessons 108-140: Ratios; Adding and subtracting decimal numbers; Adding 
whole numbers and decimal numbers; Simplifying decimal numbers; Rounding mixed 

numbers to the nearest whole number; Subtracting - fill empty places with a zero; 
Subtracting - pin decimal point on whole number; Rounding dollars and cents to the 

nearest dollar; Rounding decimal numbers to the nearest whole number; Decimal place 
value - thousandths; Using percent to name part of a group; Writing percent as a 

fraction; Multiplying decimal numbers; Multiplying decimal numbers - fill empty places 
with zero; Multiplying decimal numbers by 10, 100, and 1000; Finding the least common 
multiple of two numbers; Writing mixed numbers as improper fractions; Naming a simple 

probability; Calculating areas of rectangles; Probability and chance; Adding and 
subtracting fractions; Adding and subtracting mixed numbers; Dividing a decimal number 

by a whole number; Dividing decimal numbers - fill empty places with zero; Dividing 
decimal numbers - keep dividing; Dividing decimal numbers by 10, 100, and 1000; 

Finding the average of two or more numbers; Adding and subtracting fractions; Adding 
and subtracting mixed numbers; Dividing by a decimal number; Multiplying mixed 
numbers; Locating points on a coordinate graph; Recognizing negative numbers.

Literature Shadow of the Bull; The Secret Garden; Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats using 
Institute for Excellence in Writing's Teaching the Classics

Tuck Everlasting and Leaplike Ridge using Institute for Excellence in Writing's Teaching the 
Classics

Carry on, Mr. Bowditch and Wrinkle in Time using Institute for Excellence in Writing's 
Teaching the Classics

Where the Red Fern Grows and Johnny Tremain using Institute for Excellence in 
Writing's Teaching the Classics

Phonics and 
Spelling

Logic of English, Level C, Lessons 1-4: Know the sounds for and understand the use of 
phonograms a-z, ck, ee, ng, th, er, or, ea, sh, oi, and oy. Spelling Rules - Q needs a u; 
Making a noun plural; /ck/ used only after a single vowel; Z and the /s/ sound; Sh use at 

the beginning of a word; Vowel long sounds; English words don't end in i, u, v, or j; Schwa 
sounds and stressed syllables. Grammar - Nouns and adjectives. Vocabulary -  Con-, 

pact, tract, flict, tent, plex, sist, ab-, -eer, volunt, spect, sub-, ad-, culp, sym, meter, per-, re-
, in-, mem, -ment, just. 

Logic of English, Level C, Lessons 5-8: Know the sounds for and understand the use of 
phonograms ay, ai, ar, ch, oo, oa, oe, igh, and wh. Spelling Rules - Making a noun plural; 

English words don't end in i, u, v, or j; Schwa sounds and stressed syllables; Ay usage; 
Word endings; Double f, l, and s; Phonograms ending in gh; Ar and or when stressed. 

Grammar - Nouns; Adjectives; Commas in a series. Vocabulary - bene, -or, fact, script, 
manu, -al, in-, port, ex-, part, -iff, plaint, de-, -ant, fend, -er, pend, flue, toler, dom, rota, terra.

Logic of English, Level C, Lessons 9-12: Know the sounds for and understand the use 
of phonograms au, aw, augh, ou, ow, ough, tch, kn, and gn. Spelling Rules - I and y 

sounds; Making a verb 3rd person; -ful as a suffix; Tch usage; I and o sounds. Grammar - 
Possessive noun adjectives; Sentences; Nouns; Verbs; Capitalization; Sentence parts. 
Vocabulary - aster, naut, -oid, -ic, med, saur, tyran, male, apt, plaud, demn, cumb, dis-, 
cred, -ous, struct, ob-, press, rupt, inter-, pro-, fess, sign, dict, pre-, contra-, en-, -velop, 

shroud, bark.

Logic of English, Level C, Lessons 13-15: Know the sounds for and understand the 
use of phonograms ir, ur, ear, ed, ew, ui, wr, and ey. Spelling Rules - -ed past tense 
ending; C softens; G softens; Vowel says long sound because of e; Drop silent final e 

rule. Grammar - Commas in a series; Possessive noun adjectives; Nouns; 
Capitalization; Commas and quotes; Punctuation; Pronouns. Vocabulary - ver, mand, 

sent, trans-, render, tain, bi-, annu, ocul, cept, claim.

Writing

Institute for Excellence in Writing, Level A, Units 1-2: Note making and outlines; 
Choose and record key words, which will help remember a complete idea; Use a basic 
outline format; Communicate the main ideas from a source using one’s own key word 
outlines; Choose selections, read them, create key word outlines independently, and 

verbally retell the basic ideas to another person using only their outline; Summarizing from 
notes; Write summaries from short stories or articles by using only their own key word 

outlines; Begin learning the writing and rewriting process with selected texts; Begin using 
the syllabus in style, starting with dress-ups; Become independent in the process of 

choosing a source and making a key word outline, summarizing from their own notes 
(without copying from the source), dressing-up their summaries, and rewriting a final draft. 
Fix It! Grammar: Indentation; Capitalization; Articles and nouns; Who-which clause; End 

marks; Pronouns; Verbs; Coordinating conjunctions; Its/it’s; Commas in a series; 
Quotations; Homophones; Strong verbs; Adjectives; Nouns of direct address; Then/than; -

ly adverbs; Prepositions; Your/you're; Quality adjectives; Subjects and clause identification; 
Main and dependent clauses; Clause starters; Lie/lay.

Institute for Excellence in Writing, Level A, Units 3-4: Identify the story sequence in a 
narrative story; Make outlines based on the Story Sequence Chart; Summarize stories from 

outlines and internalize the components of a well-constructed story; Know that each 
paragraph has a purpose; Learn to use the library to find reading material on a topic, take 

notes, and write a summary; Learn the topic sentence and paragraph clincher rule; Use one 
reference, take outline notes on the reference, and write a paragraph; Document the 

reference and report what they found and where they found it. Fix It! Grammar: Sentence 
opener - subject, prepositional phrase, -ly adverb, combining sentences with who/which, and 
very short sentence; Commas with quotations; Commas with adjectives; Clausal sentence 

opener; Commas with adverb clauses; Homophones.

Institute for Excellence in Writing, Level A, Unit 5-6: 
Write three-paragraph stories from a series of three pictures; Use the topic/clincher 
relationship, with final clinchers reflecting the keywords of the last paragraph’s topic 

sentence and of the title; Exercise imagination and creativity; Use the past participle verb 
form; Library research report  - use two, three, or more references taking outline notes on 
a specific topic from each reference; Fuse outlines and write a summary from the fused 

outline; Document their references orally or in writing on what they found and where they 
found it. Fix It! Grammar: Comma rules; Joining clauses; Rules for writing numbers; 

Review and practice.

Institute for Excellence in Writing, Level A, Unit 7-9:  Creative writing - learn a 
structure to use when writing about virtually anything, including one’s personal 
experiences; Compose an introduction and a conclusion in a five-paragraph 

composition; Basic essay - learn the structure for formal essays of five, seven, or more 
paragraphs; Properly use an introduction and conclusion in a five-paragraph 

composition; Use proper essay format in all research reports for other subjects; Build a 
foundation for high school and university writing and research assignments; Formal 
critique - learn a solid structure for book reports, reviews, and critiques; Develop a 
“critique” vocabulary, which aids in literary analysis; Use a five-paragraph format by 

combining the basic Story Sequence Chart with introduction and conclusion paragraphs. 
Fix It! Grammar: Review and practice editing skills. 

Science

Exploring Creation with Anatomy and Physiology by Apologia Press, Lessons 1-3: 
History of the study of the human body; Cells and cell parts; Membrane, Mitochondria, 
lysosome, golgi, nucleus; DNA and RNA; The skeletal system; Role of bones; Role of 

blood; Characteristics of bones; Connective tissue and joints; Spine; The muscular system; 
Role of muscles; Muscles cells; Contracting muscles; Types of muscles: cardiac and 

smooth.

Exploring Creation with Anatomy and Physiology by Apologia Press, Lessons 4-7: 
The digestive and renal systems; Anatomy of the mouth; Role of teeth, Saliva, tongue, 

stomach, intestines, liver, pancreas; The renal system; Health and nutrition; Water, carbs, 
energy, protein, and essential nutrients; The respiratory system; Nasal passage and its 

parts; mouth, trachea, and breathing; Lungs and their parts; Exchange of oxygen for carbon 
dioxide ; Diaphragm and the heimlich maneuver; Arteries and capillaries; Role of blood in 

transporting and protecting; Components of blood; How your body makes blood; Blood 
types.

Exploring Creation with Anatomy and Physiology by Apologia Press, Lessons 8-11: 
The cardiovascular system; Anatomy of the heart; Heart health; Role of the heart; The 
nervous system and endocrine system; The central highway of information; Peripheral 

points; The five senses; Integrations of senses and information; Endocrine; Anatomy of the 
brain; Role of the brain; The skull’s role in protecting the brain. 

Exploring Creation with Anatomy and Physiology by Apologia Press, Lessons 12-
14: The integumentary system; Anatomy of skin; Role of skin; Hair; Nails; Lymphatic and 
immune systems; Threats to health; How our immune system can be taken care of and 

how it can help us; Antibodies; Antigens; Vaccinations; Growth and development; 
Development in the womb and out; Genetics; Personhood made in God’s image.

History & 
Geography

Veritas Press History Cards, Explorers to 1815, cards 1-7: Prince Henry the Navigator; 
Columbus sails to the New World; Magellan circumnavigates the Earth; Cortes, de Soto, 

de Leon, and Coronado - the Spanish Explorers; Explorers of the Northeast - Cartier, 
Champlain, and Cabot; Raleigh settles Roanoke; Jamestown is founded in Virginia.

Veritas Press History Cards: Explorers to 1815, cards 8-16: The Mayflower lands at 
Plymouth; Pilgrims build Plymouth Colony; Massachusetts Bay Colony, home of the 

Puritans; Roger Williams, founder of Rhode Island; Salem Witch Trials; 13 colonies formed; 
The First Great Awakening; Colonial trading with England; The French and Indian Wars. 

Veritas Press History Cards: Explorers to 1815, cards 17-25: Parliament acts unjustly; 
The First Continental Congress seeks peace with Britain; The War for Independence 
begins; British lose at Bunker Hill; America declares its independence; Washington 

commands the Continental Army; Winter at Valley Forge; Yorktown and the Treaty of 
Paris; The Constitutional Convention.

Veritas Press History Cards, Explorers to 1815, cards 26-32: America's Founding 
Fathers; Washington, Our First President; The Louisiana Purchase from France; The 

Lewis and Clark Expedition; The Second Great Awakening; The War of 1812; The 
Missouri Compromise.

Latin Lingua Latina, Chapters 18-20: Adverbs; passive and depondent verbs; future and 
imperfect tense of verbs. Lingua Latina, Chapters 21-22: Perfect tense of verbs; intensive pronouns. Lingua Latina, Chapters 23-24: Participles; future participles; infinitives. Lingua Latina, Chapters 25-26: Imperitives and gerundives. 

Memory 1 John 1:5-10; Isaiah 40:27-31; Veritas Press Bible Song, cards 1-8 James 1:19-25; Veritas Press Bible Song, cards 1-18 Philippians 2:1-11; Romans 12:9-13; Veritas Press Bible Song, cards 1-25 1 Peter 3:8-12; Deuteronomy 10:17-22; Psalm 8; Veritas Press Bible Song, cards 1-32

Character 
Development Faith, Courage Prudence Temperance, Love Patience, Justice, Hope

Handwriting Cursive instruction from Logic of English

Music Music Enrichment by Memoria Press; Alfred's Kids' Drum Course


